
PROBLEM

ADDITION
Kate read 2 books. She also read 3 magazines. How many books and
magazines did she read altogether?

STEP ONE: Read the entire probtem.

Kate read 2 books. She also read 3 magazines.
How many books and magazines did she read
altogether?

SIEP TWO: Decide who is involved in the probtem.

Kote,

SIEP THREE: Decide what is involved in the
problem.

Kete,'s
books

Kate.'s
mogozines

SfEP FOUR: Draw unit bars of equal tength.

Kate's
books

Kate's
magozines

o' Teacher Talk "
SIEP ONE: Let's read the entire
problem and picture what is going on.

SIEP TWO: Who is involved in the
problem? That's correct: Kate. Is anyone else
involved in this problem? No, just Kate. Let's
write her name on the left side of our work.

SIEP THREE: Now that we know Kate
is involved in the problem, we can ask, "Kate's
what?" What are we talking about? Is it Kate's
money, her pets, her buttons? Look at the
question and tell me what it is we are talking
about. Great!We're talking about Kate's books

and Kate's magazines. We have 2 variables, so

we need to list each variable separately. First
we'll write "books" next to Kate's name, so

it reads, "Kate's books." Why didwe use an
apostrophe? That's correct: to show that the

books belong to Kate.

Now, are we talking about jttst I variable? Are
we talking about just Kate's books? No, we're
talking about Kate's books and what? That's
right: Kate's magazines. So let's write "Kate's
magazines" right below "Kate's books."

SIEP FOUR: In this next step, we need

to draw I unit bar directly to the right ofeach
variable. Who can tell me what a variable is?
How many variables do we have? That's right:
we have 2. So we need I unit barfor "Kate's
books" and I unit barfor "Kate's magazines."
This is what a unit bar looks like. We need to
draw 2 of theru. And we need to be sure botlt
unit bars are the same size.

Now that we've set up the problem, we can
begin to solve it through model drawing.
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SIEP FIVE: Read each sentence, one at a time.

A
"Kate read

Kote's
books

Kate's
mogozines

2 books."

"She also read 3

Kote,'s
books

magazines."

Kote's
mogozines

SIEP FIVE-A: We need to read the story
and stop after every sentence to see what we've
learned. Let's read the first sentence. "Kate
read 2 books." What information does it give
us? You're correct: we learn that Kate read 2
books. Ifthe first unit bar represents each book
she read, do we have all the units we need? No,
we do not. How many unit bars do we need?
Let's add I more. How big shouldwe make it?
That's right: exactly the same size as the first
one. Let's draw that unit bar right next to the

first one we drew, so there's no space betyveen

them. What number should we write inside each
of those unit bars for books? And what number
should we write at the end to show how many
books Kate read? 2? Wonderful!

B: Now we can move on to the second sentence,
which tells us that Kate also read 3 magaTines.
How do we show those 3 magazines? That's
it: add 2 more unit bars. How big do we make
them? The same size as the others. What do we
write in each one? And what do we write at the
end? 3? Yes!

C: Let's read the last sentence: "How many
books and magazines did she read altogether?"
That brings us to the question.

Z

B

c
"How many books
altogether?"

and magazines did she read

HOLD THESE THOUGHTS

3 Be sure oll the unit bors for eoch
vorioble ore iouching eoch other so
comporisons ore cleorer.

G At the beginning of first grode, show
one unit for eoch item.
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SIEP SIX: Put the question mark in ptace.

Kote,'s

books

Kate's
mogozines

SIEP SEVEN;
underneath.

Kate's
books

Work computation to the side or

Kote's
mogazines

?*3=5

SIEP EIGHT: Answer the question in a complete
sentence.

Kate read 5 books and magazines altogether.

SIEP SIX: What's the question? What do we
need to find ottt? Are we looking for how many
books and magazines Kate read in all? Yes!

Where will we write our question mark in our
model? What's the question we need to answer?
Very good! Let's write the Etestion mark to the
right oJ'the unit bars, using a brace to show that
we're looking for the total. This is how we draw
a brace.

SfEP SEVEN; How are we going toJigtrre
out the answer to this question? What numbers
do we see in the problem? What should we do?
Should we subtract them? No, yve should add
them, shouldn't we? Now, tell me how we might
add these numbers. Sure, one way is to write
"2 + 3 = 5." Let's show our work when doing
the adding. Who did it anotlter way? Could we
also count the individual units? Absolutel-v!
Whichever way we figure it, do we get the same
answer? We sure do! Now we need to record our
thinking to show how we got the answer.

SIEP EIGHT: We need to write a complete
sentence to answer the question. Look at the
question to get ideas for the answer Can we
borrow some words from the question to get the
answer? That's right: "Kate read 5 books and
nrugazines altogether" We always answer the

question in a complete sentence.

MILKING THE
PROBLEM FOR ALL
IT'S WORTH

llil+ How mony more
mogozines thon books did
Kqle reod ?
rlll* lf Kole wonled to reod 4
books, how mony more would
she need lo reqd?

)?
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PROBLEM

SUBTRACTION

Mia had 14 baseball cards. She gave 5 away and kept the rest for
herself. How many cards did Mia have left for herself?

SIEP ONE: Read the entire problem.

"Mia had 14 baseball cards. She gave 5 away and
kept the rest for herself. How many cards did Mia
have left for herself?"

SIEP TWO: Decide who is involved in the problem.

Aio

SIEP THREE: Decide what is involved in the problem.

Aia's
boseboll
cords

SIEP FOUR: Draw unit bars of equal tength.

tt Teacher Thlk "
SIEP ONE: Let's read the entire
problem.

SfEP TWO: Who is involved in this
problem? Yes, we're talking about Mia. Is
anyone else involved in this problem? No,
only Mia. Let's write "Mia" on the left side of
our work.

SIEP THREE: Now that we know w,ho

we are talking about, we can ask, "Mia's
what?" What are we talking about? Is it
Mia's lunch? Her stickers? That's correct:
we're talking about her baseball cards. We

need to write "baseball cards" right below
Mia's name. Why did we use an apostrophe
and an "s" ? That's correct: to sltow that the
baseball cards belong to Mia.

SIEP FOUR: In this next step, we need
to drayv a unit bar directly to the right of the
variable. How many variables do we have?
So how many unit bars do we need? Great!
We have just I variable, so we need just I unit
bar

SIEP FIVE-A: Let's rearl the first
sentence. What information does it give
us? That's right: We learn that Mia had I4
baseball cards. Is this her total number of
baseball cards? Where should we write the
total? Yes, let's write the total to the right of
the unit bar

/.io's
boseball
cards

SIEP FIVE: Read each sentence, one at a time.

A
"Mia had 14 baseball cards."

/4ia's

baseboll
cards

ltt
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B
"She gave 5 away. . ."

fl.ia's
boseboll
cords

". . . and kept the rest for herself."

Aio's
boseball K
cards

B: Now, let's go on to the second sentence.
What's the problem vvith this sentence? Too

much information! So let's "chunk" it, or break
it into pieces. If we read just the first part, it
says, "She gave 5 away." Let's markoffa part
of our unit bar near the end, and let's write a 5
inside that piece. Should we also give that piece
a label, so we can remember what it shows?
What would be a good label? "G" for "gave

away" ? Sounds good to me!

Now let's think about what's happening here.

What's Mia doing? Is she going to have more
cards or fewer cards? That's right: fewer If we
want to sho*- that she's ending up w,ith few,er
cards, we're going to have to cross some oltt.
So let's put a slash through the part with the 5
to show that those 5 are gone. Does everyone
understand what we're doing? When w,e're

subtracting, we mark off a segment at the end
of the unit bar and we put a slash through it to
show that that part's gone away; w-e fl,ot rid of it.

tell us? She kept the rest.for herself. Do we need

to change anything in our unit bar to show that?
No, we do not. How about adding a label to
the other part of the unit bar? What would be a
good label to add? " K" for "kept" ? Absolutely!

c

D
"How many cards did Mia have left for D: We're readyforthe last sentence: ,,How

herself?" many card,s did Mia have left.for herself?" That
brings us to the question.

HOID ITIIS THOUGHT
(r To show subtroction, mork off the

oppropriote segment of the unit bor ond
drow o diogonol slosh mork through it.
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SIEP SIX: Put the question mark in place.

//.ia's
bose,boll ?
cards

SIEP SEVEN; Work computation to the side
or underneath.

//ria's

base,boll

cards
lll-5=7

SfEP EIGHT: Answer the question in a comptete
sentence.

Mia had 9 baseball cards left for herself.

SIEP SIX: ,qre we lookingfor the total
number of Mia's baseball cards? No, u,e

already know that slrc had a total of 11. What
are we being asked to do in this problent? You're
correct: vte're asked to figure out how man\t
baseball cards Min had left for herself after she
gave 5 awa1,.

Who can tell us what w,e're trying to solye in
matheruatical language ? Great! We're trying
to figure out what part of l4 w-as left after Mict
gave 5 cards away. And vvhich part of the unit
bar sltows yvhat we're tryting to figure out?
Correct again. Let's pr,tt the question mark
inside the first part of the tutit bar.

SIEP SEVEAI: Who recognizes what kind
of a problem we have? Yes, it's a "whole-part-
part." We are given the total and I part, so we
need to figure out tlrc other part. What slnuld
we do to solve this? That's correct: w,e're goittg
to subtract. How do you knotv? Novt:, yvho can
tell me whctt yt,e'll subtroct? What ruumbers do
v,e have in this problem?

Grcat! Let's write " 14 - 5 = 9." How nrun-y

cards did Mia have left.for herself? 9! Correct!

SIEP EIGHT: Nov, yve can.finish the
probleru. How should this question be answ,ered
in a complete sentence? Verv good. "Mia had 9
baseball cards left for herself."

MILKING THE
PROBLEM FOR AtL
IT'S WORTH

illl+ ln the end, how mony
more cords did Miq keep lhon
she gove qwoy?
rlll+ After she gove 5 cords
owoy, how mony cords would
Mio need if she wonied 30 in
her cotleclion?
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PROBLEM

6MULTIPLICATION

At lunch recess Karen passed out 3 times as many cookies as Vito did.
lf Vito passed out 35 cookies, how many cookies did they pass out
altogether?

SIEP ONE: Read the entire problem.

"At lunch recess Karen passed out 3 times as
many cookies as Vito did. lf Vito passed out 35
cookies, how many cookies did they pass out
altogether?"

SIEP TWO: Decide who is involved in the problem.

Kore,n

Vi+o

SIEP THREE: Decide what is involved in the problem.

Koren's
cookies

Vito's
cookies

STEP FOUR: Draw unit bars of equat length.

Karen's
cookies

Vi+o's
cookies

o' Teacher Thlk "
SIEP ONE: Let's read the problem.

SIEP TWO: Who is involved in this
problem? Who are these people? Yes, Karen.
Yes, Vito. Is there anyone else? No. Who

should appear first when writing down the
names? That's right: in our drawing, we want
to list the names in the order they appear in
the problem, so we'll list Karen first.

SIEP THREE: We have Karen and
Vrto. We are talking about their what? Where

should we list "cookies" ? Great. Let's put
"cookies" under both "Karen" and "Vto," so

we can see that we're talking about Karen's
cookies and Vito's cookies. What do we

call Karen's and Vito's cookies in terms of
mathematics? Yes! We call them variables.

STEP FOUR: Since we have 2 variables,
we need to have 2 unit bars. Remember that
we need to make both unit bars the same
length when beginning a problem. If we need
to, we can manipulate the size of the bars
during Step Five.

HOID THIS THSTIGHT
er lnitiolly, drow one unit bor for eoch

vorioble.
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SIEP FIVE: Read each sentence, one at a time.

A

STEP FIVE-A: one by one, read each
sentence. Let's start with the first sentence. "At
lunch recess Karen passed out 3 times as many
cookies as Vito did." We need to look at which
person we're talking about in this sentence. Who
are we talking about? Karen? Yes! Right now
does our picture look like Karen passed out 3
tintes as many cookies as Vito? Or does it look
like she passed out the same number of cookies?
If I draw another equally sized unit bar next to
Karen's bar is that depicting 3 times as many
as Vito? Why or why not? How many more bars
do I need to draw next to Karen's original bar?
Why don't I draw 3 more unit bars? Right: that
would give us 4 in all, and that would be too
many.

So I'll draw 2 more bars, giving us 3 bars in all
for Karen. This represents 3 times as many.

B: Let's go on to the next sentence. "If Vito
passed out 35 cookies, how many cookies did
they pass out altogether?" What's wrong with
this sentence? Too much information! So where
do we stop? That's right: at the comma.

Let's try it again. "lf Vito passed out 35
cookies, . . ." What do I do here? That's right:
pause because of the comma. Before we continue
with the sentence, let's work with the drawing to
show what we have so far in the sentence.

IfVito has 35 cookies, I can label his bar
with the number 35. Should I label anything

for Karen? No, no, no! The sentence doesn't
mention any-thing about Karen, so I shouldn't
write any numbers in Karen's unit bars.

C: What's the final part of the sentence?
". . . how manlt cookies did they pass out
altogether?" That brings Lts to the question that
is being asked in this particular problem.

"At lunch recess
many cookies as

Karen's
cookies

Karen passed out 3 times as
Vito did."

B

Vito's
cookies

"lf Vito passed out 35 cookies,

Kare,n's

cookie,s

Vito's
cookie,s 35

"...howmany
altogether?"

cookies did they pass out
c

HOID THI$ THSUGHT
cr When o problem soys, "There were three

times os mony, . . ." odd one unit bor of o
time. Otherwise, mony students will odd
three more unit bors insteod of odding
just two.
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STEP SIX: Put the question mark in place.

Kore,n's
cookie,s

Vito's
cookie,s

SIEP SEVEN; Work computation to the side
or underneath.

SIEP SIX: Since we want to know vvhat all
of tlte bars together are worth, we'll add a brace
to the right of the unit bars to connect them,

and we'll add a question mark to the right of
the brace. That shows "altogether." We want to
know the value of all 4 bars combined.

SIEP SEVEN: Before we can compute,

we know that each bar is worth what amount?
35? How do we know that? IJ'Vito's unit bar is
worth 35 and all the unit bars are the same siz.e,

is every one of themworth 35? Absolutely! Let's
put "35" in each of the unlabeled bars.

Now, ltow would 1,ou compute the answer? What
do you see in our drawing? Great! 4 X 35 =
140. Anybody else? Yes, we could say 35 + 35

= 70 and then double that to get 140. Anybody
else? Yes, we could use the distributive property.
We could multipll: 30 X 4 to ger 120 and 5 X 4
to get 20, and then add 120 + 20 to get 140. An.v"

other ideas? Sure, we could add 35 + 35 + 35
+ 35 and get 140. Those are all wa1,s to get the

answer: 140.

)?

Kor.en's 35 fi 15
cookies

Vito's
cookies

Llx35=lll)

OR

35*35=70
70X?=llll

OR

30X1=l?0
5Xt+=?0
lZ0*?0=llll

OR

35 *35 *35 "35 = llt)

HStnTHffiTHOIIGHT
cr The computotion is the differentioted

port of the lesson. The model looks the
some for oll students, but the woy ihey
ochieve success with computotion is

differentioted.
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SIEP EIGHT: Answer the question in a
complete senfence.

Karen and Vito passed out 140 cookies
altogether during lunch recess.

SIEP EIGHT: How would you answer
the question? "Karen andVito passed out 140
cookies altogether during lunch recess."

MILKING THE
PROBTEM FOR ALt
IT'S WORTH

llr* How mony cookies did
Koren poss oul ol recess?
rlil) Whot is lhe rolio of Kqren's
cookies lo Viio's cookies?
rrr+ Whot froclion of qll the
cookies pqssed oul were given
by Koren?
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PROBTEM

DIVISION

Carlos has 8 marbles in his backpack. lf he takes them out and divides
them into 4 equal groups, how rnany marbles will be in each group?

SIEP ONE: Read the entire problem.

"Carlos has 8 marbles in his backpack. lf he takes
them out and divides them into 4 equal groups,
how many marbles will be in each group?"

SIEP TWO: Decide who is involved in the problem.

Corlos

SIEP THREE: Decide what is involved in the problem.

Corlos's
marbles

SIEP FOUR: Draw unit bars of equal length.

Carlos's
morble,s

SIEP FIVE: Read each sentence, one at a time.

A
"Carlos has 8 marbles in his backpack."

Corlos's
morbles

" Teacher Thlk "
SIEP ONE: Let's read the entire
problem.

SIEP TWO: Who is involved in this
problem? That's right: it's Carlos. Let's write
his name on the left, below the problem.

SIEP THREE: What are we talkins
about in this problem? Carlos's what? Great!
We're talking about Carlos's marbles. Let's
write "marbles" below "Carlos" so we have
"Carlos's marbles." Remind me what the

apostrophe means? Yes, it means the marbles
belong to Carlos.

SIEP FOUR: How many variables do
we have? That's right: just 1, for Carlos's
marbles. So let's draw I unit bar to the right.
And do we make it a little tiny unit bar? No,
we do not! We have just I variable, so let's
draw I large unit baa right?

SIEP FIVE-A: Let's read the first
sentence. "Carlos has 8 marbles in his
backpack." What does the sentence tell us?

Great! It tells us that Carlos has 8 total
marbles. Let's go down to the unit ban Where

will we write the total? Sure. Let's write it at
the end of the unit bar to the right.
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B
"lf he takes them out and divides them into
4 equal groups, . . ."

Corlos's
marbles

". . . how many marbles will be in each
group?"

SIEP SIX: Putthe question mark in place.

Corlos's
marbles ?

SIEP SEVEN; Work computation to the side

or underneath.

Corlos's
marbles

Lt units = I
8+1=?
I unit=?

B: Let's move on to the second. sentence. Do
you see the comma? Let's read that far and
pause. "If he takes them out and divides them
into 4 equal groups, . . ." We can stop there and
show on our unit bar the information we have
so far What does the information indicate we
need to do? What should we do to our unit bar
to show that we're dividing the marbles equally
omong 4 groups? You're right! We need to divide
our unit bar into 4 equal parts, or fourths. Our
unit bar now shows Carlos has a total of 8
marbles, and that total is divided into 4 equal
parts.

C: Let's go back to the second sentence and
pick up after the comma: ". . . how many
marbles will be in each group?" What do yor.t

notice? Great! It asks our question.

SIEP SIX: wnat are we being asked to do?
We need to compute how many marbles will go
in each of the 4 groups. Where should w,e put the
question mark? Remembef when we're dividing,
we're also talking about equal parts, so when I
figure out how man)) are in I part, I know how
many are in each equal part, correct? So let's
put the question mark in the first equal section
of our unit bar Whenever we divide and we

want to know the value of I of the parts, this is
how we show the question mark. We write it in
I ofthe equal sections ofthe unit ban

SIEP SEVEN; How are we going to solve
this problem? What's the only number you see

in our drawing? 8? Terrific! And what are we
going to do with it? We're going to go below
the problem and divide 8 by 4. Why 4? That's
right: because we have 4 equal parts! And if
4 units equal S, then I unit equals what? 2?
Great! So how many marbles will there be in
each group? 2!

TTOI"D TTT]S THOUGHT
a Show division by segmenting the unit bor

into equol ports. lf the problem osks for
the volue of one of the ports, ploce the
question mork in one of the segments.

c
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STEP EIGHT: Answer the question in a complete

senfence.

There will be 2 marbles in each group.

SfEP EIGHT: How should this question
be answered? That's right: in a complete
sentence! "There will be 2 marbles in each
group."

MILKING THE
PROBLEM FOR Att
IT'S WORTH

rllt) whot if Cortos wonled
to divide his mqrbles into 5
equol groups? How mony
vr/ould lhere be in eoch
group?
rlrl) Whot if he vyqnled only
2 groups? How mony morbles
would go in eoch one if the
groups were still equol?
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